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In

REFLECTIONS ON EDUCATING EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATORS

Erwin Miklos and Donald Chapman

University of Alberta

this paper we sketch br" fly how university-based
programs forçtfle study of educational administration were
initiated in Canada. We then examine the extent to which formal

preservice preparation is currently required as a condition for

entry into admInistratie positions in the various provinces.
The limited extent to which this has occurred prompts an

examination of possible reasons for the slow diffusion of the
belief that administrators require specialized training. Some

tentative explanations are found in the historical, structural
and cultu al context OF educational administration in Canada.
We move then to an examination of the conceptual basis for

advocating specialized preserv ce preparation and speculate about
alternative approaches to educating administrators.

Nature of _the Parkpective

Any effort to describe the state of administrator
preparation in Canada and to understand what happens in

university departments which offer programs in educational
administ ation is fraught with numerous challenges. Little

arch has been conducted and little has been written on
1Canadian educational administrat on programs . What luierature



there is has not been compiled and integ_ated in any systematic

fash on. The more important critical analy es about educational

administration which originate in Canada often appear to be
2

prompted by general concerns which are not un quely Canadian.

Even at the level of basic description, the task is

complicated by the variety and diversity in the university

programs which provide for the study of educational

administration. The diversity reflects the social, linguistic

and regional differences which characterize Canada. To present a

description which purpoits to be a representation of what is

happening across the country would be to ignore important

differences and to leave the impression that there is a Canadian

approach to preparing educational administrators. Such an

exercise would be misleading to outsider
3

value the diversity.

and unfair to those who

adopt a more modest, and, hopefully, a mo e honest

approaCh in this analysis. The perspective is Canadian only

insofar as it reflects the understandings of two persons who

identify, themselves strongly as Canadians. The view is limited

in that their experience is restricted to a particular

geographic and social setting, namely, the prairie regir- of

Canada. The effect which that particular context has on the

tnalysis is, of course, not clearly evident to those who are

immersed in it. To some extent, validity of interpretations

rests on a correspondence test which can be pe. formed only by

others.
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BegLIMLEg_E of Administrator Education

Before the 1950s there was only limited interest in fc.

preparation for the practice of educational administratior

Canada. Those who wanted to undertake specialized studies di ao

at univer-ities in the United States; graduate level courses:

available at only a few Canadian universities. The exp=a si

of the educat onal system, the centralization of schools, ac--

f rmation of larger units administration brought

increasing interest in the role of the school superintende
1(1

the early 1950s this interest resulted in some significant

acti ns by the Canadian Education Association (CEA).

The initiation of developments in administrator preparation

appears td have been due to a tuitous event. As a result of

contacting the Kellogg Foundation in order to explore funding for

educational research. the CEA learned of the Foundation's

interest in educational administra n. The inquiry from the CEA
came Just at the time when the Cooperative Project in

Educational Administration was being initiated in the United

States. Subsequently, a proposal was submitted asking for

assistance to develop good administrative practices and
5

leadership in education. The request was for funds to conduct

courses, to develop Canadian instructional materials, and to

promote the development of graduate study. Mention was made also

of the des rability of designating one university in Canada as

the recognized cen er for studying the administration and

supervision of large rural administrative areas.

The CEA-Kellogg Project in Educational Administration was

announced in 1952. Major focus of the project was on the

3
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leadership role of the superintendent the changing context

brought on by the centralization of schools. A pilot in-service

education course -f three week's duration was held- for school

superintendents from across Canada at the University of Albe ta

in May-June 1953. In subsequent years, four other courses were

held at the University of Alberta and two at the University

Toronto before the CEA Short Course became an annual event at
6

Banff beginning in May, 1960. The course has continued to be

held there annually for a quarter of a century under . ;a

direction of different universities but with hardly any changes
7

in purpose or format. Although there are numerous provincial and

regional inservice activities, the CEA short course is still the

only regular nati nal aGministrator education project.

After the init al Kellogg grant was received, discussions

continued on the role of universities in the professional

education of school administrators. A second proposal was

submitted to the Kellogg Foundation, and In February, 1956 the

FoundatiOn announced a five-year grant to the Univer ity of

Alberta in support of a program which would serve a Canada-wide8
clientele. The first docto -i candidate began studits in 1956-

57 (even before the program was formally established) and

graduated in 1958. Since then, 'approximately 250 doctoral

degrees.have been awarded at the University of Alberta. Some of

these graduates became staff members at other universities as

specialized programs in educational administrati n were developed
9during the 1960s and 1970s at universities across Canada. By

the mid-1970s programs in educational adminiEtration were offered



at about thirty Canadian universities. Programs are available

both mast r's and doctoral levels, and some universities offer a

pre-master's diploma in edu/ati nal administrati_n. Interest in

educational administration courses at the diploma and master's
10

levels, as indicated by enrolments, is relatively high.

Administrator Pre aration Requirements

The relatively large number of graduate programs which have

been established in Canada is not necessarily an indication that

there is general acceptance of the concept of formal preservic,B
11

preparet n of educati nal administrators. Indeed, indications

are that university-based studies are still, at best, a

desirable rather than an essential stage in the process

becoming an administrator. Whether or not specialized univers ty

study in administration is viewed as an an asset may be

contingent upon a broad range of factors associated with a

particular administrative position. Frequently, simply holding a

master's or doctoral degree may be more important than the field

in whrch it wes obtained. addition, in terms of

qualifications at the superintendency level, we may only now be

shifting to the position at which a doctoral degree is considered

to be an asset rather than a liability.

Some

findings

f Alberta.

these impressions appear to be supported by the

a recent doctoral study oondUcted at the University

the study, Duncan examined the various

provincial certification, preparation and experience requi em nts
for superintendents, assistant superintridents, principals and

assistant principals. The results of the survey reveal the

5
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diversity which is consistent with the character of the Canadian

educational mosaic. A summary of the certification, preparation

and experience requirements for principals and superintendents is

presented in Table 1.

As is indicated in the table, only th ee provinces New

Brunswick, Ontario and Manitoba -- require spe.7ial certificates

for principals. Four provinces, including the above three, make

specific mention of a B.Ed. degree in statements of requirements

for holding a principalship. In those provinces where a degree

is required for initial certification, this qualification would
assumed. Only three of the provinces specify a required

number of courses in educational administration which ranges f om
six three-credit courses in New Brunswick to four in Ontario
and one in Prince Edward island.

At the superintendency level, only the province of Ontario

requires a special administrator's certificate. In terms of

un versity t aining requirements for superintendents, three

provinces have no specified requirement, three provinces require
a B.Ed. degree, three require an M.Ed and one accepts any

master's degree. Of the seven provinces which require some level
of university training, only Alberta and Saskatchewan specify an

administrative componen_ the equivalent of four full-year
courses. Three of the five provinces require only the

administration courses as speci ied by the particular M.Ed.13
program.

A minimum number of years of teaching experience for holding

principalships is specified in some provinces. Among these
Quebec is the highest with eight years. Only Ontario requires
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Table

Minimum Certification, Preparation and Experience
Bequirements fot Principals

and Superintendents by Province

1. Certificate No

2. Years University

3. Degree

4, Admit. Courses

N. B. P. E. I. Q. Ott. Man.

No Yes No $:1 Yes Yes

.
5 5 4 5 -

.
B.Ed.b B.Ed. B.Ed. B.Ed.

-
6 1 - 4 -

5. Teaching Exp, - - 5 4 8 J
r

6. Admin. Exp.

7, Courses a

eritendnt

1, Certificate No No No

2, Years University 6 -
6

3, Degree
M.Ed. .

M.Ed.

4, Admin. Courses H.Ed.
c

.
M.Ed.

5, Teaching Exp. 3 .
5

6. Admin. Exp. 2 .
5

1. Courses a

Adapted from Duncan 1985)

Notes:

3

3

Sask.

4

4

a

Alta. B.C.

No No

No No Yes No No No

.
6 6 .

5 5 6
.

Master's H.Ed. B.Ed. B.Ed. BIEd,
. .

M.Ed, 8 8

_
5 7 .

2 5 3

5

Non-credit courses which
must be completed in order to qualify for certificate

In some provinces, B.Ed candidates already hold an utdergradutte degree

2

Only those administration
courses specified by a particular M.Ed. program are required
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prior administrative experience as well as completion of a non-

credit course. At the superintendency level, seven of the ten

provinces specify a minimum number of years of teaching

experience which is highest in Ontario with seven and lowest in

Saskatchewan with two. Five provinces specify a minimum number

of years of administrative experience ranging from two in

Newfoundland and Saskatchewan to five in New Brunswick and

Quebec.

The above complex of regulations, or in some case lack

thereof, seems to be revealing of two or three considerations

germane to this discussion. Clearly, the variations are

indicative of the effect of provincial jurisdict on over

education. In addition, the situati n also indicates that there

has been less than wholesale acceptance of graduate degre _ as

appropriate credentials for school administrators. Of more

specific interest is that a requirement for university courses

and/or programs of study in educational administration are modest

to nonexistent.

The current si uation prompts a number of questions about

administrator preparation in Canada: " Why has there been such a

slow development in recognizing the importance of formal

preparation for the practice of educational administration 7"

"Why has the belief that the study of educational administra ion

is essential to effective performance in administrative roles not

be-_. me more widespread7"; and, "Why were the aspirations which
were implicit in the initiatives of the Canadian Education

Association more than three decades ago apparently satisfied so

e_sily7" Underlying all of these is the question of why

ii



administrator preparation has not been more
14

in recent years.

an issue in Canada

interpretation

The reasons for the limited progress in estabi4 hing the

importance pecialized preservice preparation

administrators probably are ground d in the historical, cultural
and structural features of Canadian educati n. An adequate
examinati n of these conditions is beyond the scope of this

particula paper; h wever, a limited excursion into the area may
serve to test whether more intensive enquiry is warranted. The

explanations and analyses which follow are grounded heavily in

personal experience, impressions and speculation. Nevertheless,
even a modest attempt at interpretation may serve to shed some
light on the particular nature of the Canadian experience with

the training or p eparati n of educational administrators.

Structural Cons Iderat ions

The constituti nal provisions which grant the Canadian

provinces jurisdict" n in matters related to education are, with
few exceptions, defended vigorously and interpreted strictly
according to the letter of the law. Active and direct involvement
by a federal national agency in matters related to education
inevitably raises questions of intrusion into the provincial15
dome n. Co peration among the provinces on matters of any

significance in education* other than defending themselves
against the f deral government, occurs only ra ely. National

organizations such as the Canadian Education Association operate

9
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within political and social realities which foster the exchange

of ideas b t which generally preclude coordinated action on major

issues. The involvement of the CEA in the establishment of a

center the study of educational administration at the

University of Alberta in the 1950s must be seen as a rare event.

The persistence the annual CEA short course for school

superintendents is indicative the reluctance modify a

national or . int- provincial activity which seems to be

functioning smoothly.

The Constitution A t, 1867, protects denominational

education rights that exist at the time a province joins

con Aeration. In relation to language, the Canadian Charter of

Rights and Freedoms guarante s minority language-education

rights, either French or English, where numbers of students

warrant the provision of such services. Consequently, as might

be anticipated, the educational policy issues which engender

national and interprovincial debate are tho e which relate to
16

language and to religion. Although these issues do have

implications f r the administration of schools, they have tended

to lead more to questions about structure than to concern about

the general qualifications of school administrators or the state

f administrator preparation. The latter item simply is not on

any national agenda. Administrator preparation can be an agenda

item only f r provincial ministries. For most of the time, the

attenti n of the policy makers is focused on numerous other

higher priority items.

At the provincial level, there is a strong tradition of

cent al control over education. Although the responsibility for

10



numerous opera ional matters is delegated to the

the major

local level,

opportunities for the exercise of educational

leadership reside with the ministry and, to some extent, at the

district rather than the school level. In contras- to elected

offic als, educational administrators have limited opportunities

to be the visible initiators of significant changes or reforms.

What appears to be expected of administraors is quiet competence

in the performance of their duties, a becomes th'e

role. Administrators make their important contributions to
17

educati n by influencing those who make the public decisions.

The relatively low visibility of administrators has limited

attention to their training or quail ;cations.

Histor_icIliCultural Considerations

The historical context of the development of administrative

positions in Canada probably has inhibited emergence or a

mystique about administration which would requ re specialized

prepara,tion. In spite of the advanced state of urbanization, the
18

one-teacher school remains very much a pa of living memory.

In that context ad inistrative functions, such as they we e, were

shared by the teacher and the lay school board. Teacher

recruitment and selection, maintenance of facilities, and

financial operations were school board responsibilities. The

teacher was responsible for such "administrative" functions as

public relati ns, pupil personnel services, and curriculum

development in their rudimentary fo ms. Those teache;-s who could

perform the broad range of functions in a one-teacher setting

could asp re to the position of a principalship of

1 4
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teacher school. For those who were upwardly mobile in the

educational system, the work-experience route into administration

was c 1 ly evident. Success in one position was a prerequisite

to movement into more favored challenging positions.

Administration was learned through experience in an incremental

process. Establishing readiness at one position left only

manageable amounts tc be learned in the next position.

Advancement to a senior post such as that of provincially-
19

appo nted inspector involved ca eful selection.

In retrospect, becoming an administrator during much of the

history of education in rural Canada was a relatively easy

process because administration itself was emergent at various

levels of the educational system. When one-teacher schools and

teachers who had been socialized to that setting were first

brought together in multi-classroom schools, the initial demand

or need for admin stration was rud mentary to say the least.

Teachers, for the most part, maintained a high degree of

independence and carried on their activities according to the

manner in which they were accustomed. A prime ta:k of the

principals of the day was to create a single school out of what

was in effect a multiple number of schools. The process of

school-making brought with it admin strat ve demands which were

learned and accepted as part of the job. Indeed, there would

have been nowhere to tu n for t aining in how the task was to be

accomplished. The processes of school consolida ion and

establi hment of larger districts brought both the necess ty and

the opportunities for on-the-job learning. For those who were

1 2
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involved in these challenges, there was little mystique about

either what was requ red in administra ion or how these skills
20

were to be learned.

Until recently, entry into teaching in Ca ada has required
21

relatively limited f rmal preservice preparation. The

prevailing pattern of teacher education was to start with a

minimal program and to continue with formal education through

part-time study or dur ng periods of leave after teaching

experience. Many teachers have acquired bachelor's degrees after

long years of service in the classroom. This tradition was one

in which training or "preparation" followed experience. The

formal study was seen to contribute to improved skills along with

practice and experience. A similar concept appears to have been

extended readily to administrator "training" programs when these

were initiated. Not only teaching experience but also some

administrative experience was regarded as a desirable

prerequisite for undertaking a program of univer ity study.

The structural1 historical and cultural factors which have

been discussed provide, at best, only a partial explanation of

why pre-service preparation of educational administrators has

been develop as a concept and as a requirement. To some

extent, university departments of educational administra_ on may

also have contributed to the slow growth in the implementation

the concept.

Program Consicterations_

As we have stated, universitybased programs in educe ional

administration are a phenomenon of the last three decades.

13
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Initially, two main challenges were faced by these programs. One

was to establish credibility qithin the university; the other to

establish

respects,

credibility with practicing educators. In many .

the two challenges called for confli ,ing resolutions.

The internal credibility issue called for highly, selective

student admissions and for program elements which are

academically rigorous. The external demand was for ready

access, relevance to practice, and flexible arrangements. For

the most part, the academic interest has prevailed. Programs

have been designed more with the internal than the external
22

critics and constituencies in mind. Progress in responding

the special needs and circumstance.s of practicing educators has

been slow. Where the response has been more rapid, the academic

quality of the program has come under question.

further consideration is that departments of educational

adminis ration have not identified themselves closely with

prevailing educational issues. During the last few years,

educational administrators in Canada have been confronted with

developments which led to the introduction of second language

programs,

operation

integration of the handicapped, community schools,
23

f smaller schools, and emphasis on multiculturalism.

In addition, there have been administrative changes such as

schoo -based budgeting and local appointment of
24

superintendents. Beyond brief mention in the relevant courses,

preparation programs appear to have been largely unaffected by

any f these changes. The involvement of departments

educational administ-ation other than in some research on these

problems has been minimal. Since university-based programs, for

14
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the most part, have chosen not to address these issues, the

relevance of the programs as preparats n for the practice
25

administrati_n remains problematic. Insofar as sonleof these

issues are distinctively Canadian, the preparation programs have
26

not developed a d;stinctive orientation.

The limited extent to which the study of educational

administration can address current issues may reside also,

partly, in the diversity of the clientele enrolled in Canadian

educational administration programs. Early in their development.

the prog ams began to serve students from a wide variety of

backgrounds: diffe ent provinces and countries, aspirants for

different positions, students with a wide variety of interests in

education from early childhood through to both institutional and

non-formal adult education. The involvement of these clients in

the study of educat canal administration has enriched programs.

However,

analyses to tfie highest com on multiple of what might be

considered important issues.

has also tended to push conceptualizations and

a program which involves a

diverse student group, we cen speak of Curriculum development as

being an important function of administrators but we struggle

find a common ground in terms of specifics. We can say values are

important but not which ones or what difference they make. The

high level of abstraction in these programs helps to make them

academ cally acceptable and appropriate for a broad range

clients. However, this reduces their ability to serve as

prepa ation for a specific field or positi n. Instead, they

serve more as a general orientation and continuing education

_5
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function than as preservi ce preparation.

As a final aspect of program considerations, in terms of

their basic orientation departments of educational administration

seem to have set themselves apart from other areas of

educational studies by allowing the emphasis on administration
27

outweigh the emphasis on education. The interdisciplinary

approach to the training of educational administration which was

strong in the 1950s took the field toward the social sci nces and

away from direct contact with curriculum, educational foundations

and educational psychology. A generic vi-w of administration was

persuasive and still continues to influence the definition of the

field study. Although some educatlonal administration

programs are now more closely related to other areas within

education, the dominant orientation has undergone little change.

The interpretati n which has been provided prompts the

question of what directions should the education of

administrators in Canada take in the future. Is the slow pace of

acceptance of the preservice preparation model appropriate?

Should there be more rapid development in the implementation of a

certification requirement? Or is there some unintended and

intuitive wisdom pr sent in the relatively caut ous approach

which Is being t'ken to mandating administrator preparation? We

would, of course, like to believe that at least a small element

the latter is at the basis of present practice.

R- lecti n

Reflecting upon the evolution and state of the art of

university-based administrator preparation in Canada -- or, for

16
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that matter, administrator preparation in general once again

raises br ad and complex questions. As we reawaken our senses to

the complexity and divesity of the undertaking, those of us who

occupy and define the field are confronted by questions which

have significant ontological, epistemological and 'pedagogical

implications: Do we really mean preparation? Preparation for

what purpose? Preparation in what sense? Preparation in what

setting? Preparation and for whom? Perhaps in the face of

such questi ns and of diversity such as that which exists in

settings like Canada, we might be well advised to seek multiple

approaches to understanding administrati n and the education

administrators.

In order to develop a broadly-based perspective on

educating administrators, we shall turn for general guidance

the four paradigmatic viewpoints developed by Burrell and
28

Morgan. Intriguingly, these authors indicate that their

efforts to make sense out of the confusion within the social

sciences resulted in their achieving a "way of seeing" social
29

theory and thinking about its implications. Perhaps their

vision may help us to catch a glimpse of alternative ways

viewing questions about the education of administrato Before

turn to the insights which the paradigms might yield on this

particular issue, we will present a brief overview of the
30

perspective.

Alternative P_aradiqms_

Using a model-building process which is not unfamiliar in

our field, Burrell and Morgan based their analysis on a two-by-

1 7
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two matrix ed by the interseCtion of two continua. The

horizontal axis represents a continuum of assumptions about the

nature -f the social world. One extreme represents a perspective

in social science which assumes.the existence of a concrete

world external to the observer. Research orientations at this

end of the cont nuum involve a scientific, objective, nomothetic

approach to gaining knowledge about the social world. The

opposite end of the continuum represents a t,Jbjectivist approach

to understanding a world which is socially constructed. In terms

of research, perspectives at this end of the continuum are

Concerned with the value-laden ideographic nature of knowledge

which suggests that understanding depends very much on the nature

of the subject, emerging through the very processes of inquiry.

The upper ext-eme of the vertical axis represents a social

science which is concerned with the dynamics of the social world,

with such matters as radical change, structural conflict.

contradiction, and modes of domination. The other extreme

represents approaches to sociology based upon a concern for

matters which sustain social order, regulation, cohesion and

social integration.

On the basis of these two dimensions, then, the authors

posit f ur paradigmatic viewpoints: functionali-st, interpretive.

radical structuralist and radical humanist. The former, which is

o iented toward an o)jectivist view of the world and a concern

for regula 'ty, is generally accepted as reflecting the dominant

orientation in social science: consequently, this is also the

perspective which characterizes most of organizational and

administrative theory. The alternative paradigms which are

18
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oriented toward more subjectivist or change orientations have
3 1

attracted only a limited interest in the field.

We will attempt to apply Burrell and Morgan's

conceptualization to administrator preparation or education. The

line of reasoning

functionalist,

as follows. Each of the four paradigms

interpretive, radical structuralist, radical

humanist suggests a concept of organization which has at
32

least some distinctive characteristics. In turn, each concept

organization suggests a particular concept of :_ciministration

or of administrators ane their relationship to the social world.

Further, the preferred type or kind of knowledge on which to base

the practice of administration can be inferred fr m each of the

concepts of administration. Finally, the knowledge base would

seem to hold certain implications for the education of the

administrator.

Our line of analysis will be pursued in two stages. First,

we will derive a concept of administration from a statement on

the concept of organization. Second,

inferences abou

we will make some

adminIstrator education on the basis of a

presumed kno ledge base. The first stage is summarized in Figure

Organization and Adminis ration

Within the functionalist paradigm, organizations are viewed

as real entities in a real world; they have an object ve

existence like other naturally-occuring phenomena. Either

mechanistic or organismic metaphors are used in thinking of

organizations as the means by which collectivities achieve

19
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CONCEPT OF ORGANIZATIONS CONCEPT OF ADMINISTRATION

- real entities in a - designing structures and
real world processes

- means for attaining - establishing means-ends
goals through col- chains
lective action - satisfying organizational

0 - definable structures needs
- universalistic charac- - achieving effectiyeness

A eristics and efficiency
shaped by external and - controlling
internal forces - performing a ro e

- subjective creation - facilitating involve-
- shared mental constructs ment of others
- formed and reformed - defining shared values

through interaction - communicating inten-
- consequence of human tions and meanings

intentionality - participating in
creating the organize-
tion
living in a social

V context

- real entities in a real - acting to bring about
R R social structure fundamental change
A i - internal class structure - transforming social
0 C replication of external structures
I T structure - eliminating. oppression
C U - differential distribu- - dispersing power
A R tion of power - using crises to achieve
L A - oppressors and oppressed desired ends

- differential access to
resources

R H - process of individual - liberating and eman-
A U intention and action cipating
0 M - organizing rather than - developing human
I A organization potential
C N - shared consciousness - transforming through
A I - serving personal, human reflecting and acting
L S ends - living

T

Figure 1. Concepts of Organiza ions and Adminis ration
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predetermined common goals. Organizations have definable

structures which are shaped by both internal and external forces.

strong belief in universalism pervades the development

kno ledge about the nature of organizations. In keeping with

the emphasis on order and regular ty, the tasks of administrators

revolve around designing organizational structures and directing

organizational processes in order to accomplish the m ssion of

the organization. Administrators establish rational means-end

chains, satisfy organizational needs, and strive to achieve

efficiency and effectiveness. The dynamic und rlying

administration is performing a role; the
33

administrator i control.

ary objective of the

contrast to the preceding perspective, within the

inte pretive paradigm organizations have no objective existence.

Instead, the phenomena to which we give the name organizations

are the consequences of subjective creations of individuals.

The shared constructs of organization are constantly being

created and re-created th ough the process of social interaction.

At the base of this human interaction are intentional acts. The

essence of organizations resides in the meanings which

individuals assign to their actions and to those of others.

Consequently, our understanding of organ zations and of

organizational life varies with individual meanings and the

extent to which these are shared. The universalism of the

functionalist paradigm is replaced by an intersubjective

particularism. This concept of organization leads to a concept

administra iOn in wh ch the administrator may be viewed as
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partner in the creation of organizational meaning. To the extent

that administration is

the

differentiated from other activities, in

idealized setting the administrator

contributions to defining shared values,

makes important

communicating and

explicating meanings, and t_ facilitating the involvement

others in activities from which organization emerges.

contrast to the functionalist paradigm, when viewed from an

interpretive perspective the administrator is seen as existing

within a social context rather than performing a role.

The radical structuralist perspective, like functionalism.

views organizations as real entities but places more emphasis on

their linkages with society in general. Organizations ar_ part
a differentiated class ucture and, in turn, are

charac erized by internal class divisions. The class divisio s

are related intimately to differential distributi ns of po er and

to differentials in acess to resources; organizations are

composed of "oppres -" and of the "oppressed." From the

perspective of the emergent administrator within the radical

structuralist framework, ad inistration is acting to bring about

significant change, transform ng social structures, and

equalizing access to power. Major objectives of the

administrat r-change agents include eliminating oppression and
3 5using crises to bring about desired changes

In keeping with a basic interpretive orientation, within the

radical humanist paradigm organizations are viewed as being

socially created and sustained. However, the notion of

"organizing" through individual action is more appropriate than

is "organization" for describing the pheno enon. Although



"organization" serves numan ends, it does so imperfel.tly. The

imperfecti n results in an alienation of persons f--m the

activities in which they engage. Over

shared consciousness,

time organization, as

tends to become reified and to dominate

the individual. The major task of "administrators" is to reduce

or eliminate the alienati n. that is, to reveal the "constructed"

nature what we take as social "reality." Administrazors

attempt to liberate and to emancipate individuals from the

constraints of a w,-)rld which they all have labored to c eate.

Administrators may aptly be thought of as "teachers" who help

others to understand the hu an condition and to develop human

potential. They transform relationships between and among people

through reflection and active involvement in shared activit es.

Neither the "administrator" role nor the person is clearly

distinct from others in the organizati n. Ad inistration and the
36

conduct of daily life are reciprocal activities.

Insofar as these paradigms generate or imply alternative

notions of administration, differences may be identified in the
37kno-1 dge on which ad inistrative pract ce might be based.

Some implications may then be inferred for the substance and

process of administrator education. These ideas are summarized

in Figure 2.

Administra ive nowledge_ And Education

Within the functionalist perspective, adminlstrators must

have expertise in the science of management. Ideally, they

should be knowledgeable about the universal truths which govern

the operation of organizations and should be able to model the
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Figure 2 L. Implicationsfor Admi nistrator Education
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organ i za t ion in order to pred ict the co- nsequences of a lte na t i ve

courses action. Administrators I nhabit a statl stical and

probab i I istic dome in; they must be a ble to engage in soc a 1

eng i neer ing in order to ach i eve given ,ends. CI ear I y, the source

of th is knowl edge i s the study cf the science of aclie inistrat i on

which, to a large extent, is bas

sc I ence-

upon pets i t ic i a I

Both the theorist and the r -ctitioner are confronted

by the cha 1 lenge of app 1 y ing this kn 4nwledge to pra tice.

order to acqu i re knowledg pre-serv ice prepare t ion

and per iod i c inserv ce education are requi red . T ine log cal
setting for this training is an educa -t ional insti tut ion wi thin
wh ich "banked" knowledge i s transmi ted, usua I I y through a

38
d idact ic process.

Administrators wi thin the interprtive paradigm imase the i r

practice on a def in i i on of knowlede whi ch emphsizes the

development of understand ing. The tanderstand i ng omes f om

hay ing an empathy for others and from knowing intu ively and

through thoughtful ref 1 ect ion how Ia ers make sense of the i r

exper ience. At best , only the prt=tcess for exar-A-sining how

organ i zat ions are g iven form, not how arnd what organ i tions are

i n an ob ject ive sense , can be leaned. Consequntly, , the

educat ion of the adm inistrator shoi_g Id be or i ent d toward

approaches for deve lop i ng an understand ing of how orQjanizat ions

come into be ing and are susta ined Tfl abi I i ty to i erpret how

meanings are deve loped through nego= iation and 4=0rnmuni cated

through symbols are part icularly impor ant. Admi n is it ators can

become educated through exper ience in a wide var iety off sett ings ,

25



both administra= ive and non-administrativ-e, b-th instituts nal
and field. Intft=nsive i Meraction with ot_ hers is necessary; some
insights can a iso comefrom engagement with the arts and the

39
human _ies B ecoming educated a n administrator is a

lifelong process The importance of per sonal characteristics

which are difficu it to leun suggests tha Z selection may be more
significant than rainhe in the process of determining who

becomes an admiriitrator . Of cour e, tho challenge then shifts
to identifying s I tuationally appropriate _.._-_-;election criteria and

sustaining a remasonablelevel of reflecitive engagement in the

activities of admIinister

From the ra=lical stueturalist perspeective, administrators
need to have r undentanding

40
hist rical and sawcial context.

org;anizations in their

In parti cular, they need to

have the perspec= tive of the oppressed ancr not of the dominant
class. Their acti ons mustrefl ct a sense of soli arity with the

dominated. Admirr istraton must sustain a n ability to critique
the contemporary social 'order and must und erstand the theory
how fundamental ,structural change can be brought about. In

order to achieve t2his understanding, a stuy of political theory
is essential. St=_Jdies of social and econonic theory will have
pal i til overtone=s, in thesense that theMK will be critical and
oriented toward ctmange. Administrator educ=ation will take place
largely within social uttings and altzernative or anti=

institu lona] conEmexts. The learning precess would probably
involve work exper- lance, study and reflect: ion. The period of

education would pr- obably Wlifelong but my be intermittent.
The knowledg base for administrat: an in
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humanist par adigm rests on the concept of praxis
41

melding of theory and practice. Knowledge

on the

is personal.

particular an d grounded in the concrete; it is understood to be

the result critical and dialectical processes. An

understanding of how social life can be transformed through

changes in co=risci ness is particularly important. Learning can
be largely =elf-directed and grounded in reflection about

practice. Although disciplines such as philosophy and theology

can be part of the formal educat on, the orientation would be

inte disciplir-ary or anti disciplinary and grounded in life

tself. A V:-.muman-centered approach would be based broadly in

human experiem=ce and the interpretation of that experience. The

nce of tLhe education of the administrator can best be

u ed by 11 enotion that "living is learning."

Conclusion

The anal ysis in which we have just engaged speaks to both

the form and t he substance of administrator preparat on. Insofar

the form is concerned. formalized preservice training or

preparati n erriamerges most clearly within a functionalist paradigm.

Although the other paradigms accommodate various forms

education, th emphasis on a formalized program preceding the

p r a ice of adraninistration seems to be reduced. Study following

or parallelirag practice Is readily compatible with the

alternative paladigms. Inso ar as these paradigms reflect v ews
of the world in which adm nistrators find themselves, they

sUpport alt rnative approaches to becoming educated as an

administrator. The perspective speaks against a narrow
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conception of administrator education which is grounded in a

particular approach. Instead, the alternatives suggest various

possibilities for the preparation of educational administrators..

in addition, they offer suggestions as to how university-based

programs might become enriched, not just by incorporating

alternative paradigmatic perspectives, but also by following

through with the implications which those perspectives hold for

educating administrators.

We return to our questions about the state of administrator

preparation in Canada. The analysis presented in this paper

suggests no great cause for alarm in the slow pace at which the

study of administration has been adopted as a prerequisite for

appoint ent as an administrator. On the contrary, the analysis

suggests that administrator preparation policy may have been

following the "right" path. Perhaps some collective wisdom may

be in operation; perhaps theory has lagged behind practice.

Regardle of the reasons, those responsible for educational

administ ation programs might be well-advised to clarify their

intentions and to design programs in accord_;nce with the

distinctive characteristic of the social context rather than to

assume that there are universalistic f-rces at work which dictate
43the particular form and nature of administrator education.

Perhaps relevance of administrator education programs to the

cultural and historical context should be more compelling than

adherence to a particular professional ideology.
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